Supplies:

Supplies:

Oranges (& limes optional)

Oranges (& limes optional)

Artificial Fall leaves with stem

Artificial Fall leaves with stem

Stapler

Stapler

Bags

Bags

Tan shredded paper filler

Tan shredded paper filler

White cardstock

White cardstock

Printed color copies of tag

Printed color copies of tag

Paper cutter

Paper cutter

Instructions:

Instructions:

Cut out color printed copies & cut out to
size needed. Fold.

Cut out color printed copies & cut out to
size needed. Fold.

Write a note on the inside of folded copies,
if desired.

Write a note on the inside of folded copies,
if desired.

Add 1 orange (& lime) to the bag first

Add 1 orange (& lime) to the bag first

Add a little shredded paper filler around it

Add a little shredded paper filler around it

Fold in creases of bag neatly & fold over

Fold in creases of bag neatly & fold over

Center the printed copy & staple w/one leaf

Center the printed copy & staple w/one leaf

Orange who?

Orange who?

Orange

Orange

Knock-Knock
Who’s there?

Knock-Knock
Who’s there?
Orange
Juice

Orange
Juice

Limes squeeze lime juice
Oranges squeeze orange juice
Christians squeeze Christ
When your feel squeezed because life gets hard…

Limes squeeze lime juice
Oranges squeeze orange juice
Christians squeeze Christ
When your feel squeezed because life gets hard…

Consider it a sheer gift, friends, when tests
and challenges come at you from all sides.
You know that under pressure, your faithlife is forced into the open and shows its true
colors. So don’t try to get out of anything
prematurely. Let it do its work so you
become mature and well-developed, not
deficient in any way. James 1:2-4 (MSG)

2-4
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